VI: Aerospace/tech parks

‘Clusters are a striking feature of virtually
every national, regional, state, and even
metropolitan economy, especially in more
economically advanced nations.’
- Michael Porter, academic
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When birds of a feather...
Aviation and technology
parks are talent magnets for
the region, providing the
infrastructure for multiple
technology clusters

T

here are no shortage of uses in the
American vocabulary for the word
“cluster.” Only in economic development circles, though, does it conjure
up something almost spiritual.
“Clusters are the Holy Grail of economic development,” said Nathan Sparks, executive director of the Economic Development Council in
Okaloosa County, Fla.
The term “cluster” entered the lexicon of
commerce as a way to describe businesses, often
competitors, collecting in the same location, be
it a city, region or some other geographic area,
and thriving through their proximity.
Sparks works but a few short miles from the
sprawling Fort Walton Beach Commerce and
Technology Park, a cluster before clusters were
cool. The technology park opened in 1964, and
today 20 businesses with ties to aerospace and
aviation vie for business coming from nearby
Eglin Air Force Base, Hurlburt Field, or any of
other military installations close by.
Fort Walton Beach Commerce and Technology Park boasts tenants that include defense industry icons like Boeing, Lockheed Martin, BAE
Systems and DRS Training and Control Systems,
which dates to 1957 when it was established in
Okaloosa County as Metric Systems. Companies
in the park have seen business ebb and flow as
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Some 20 aviation/tech/industrial parks
dot the region, many shovel-ready
More than 40 commercial and general
aviation airports serve the region
Military and space activities led to
creation of some technology parks
Three locations in the I-10 region have
sites with more than 3,000 acres
New developments promise to add more
acres to the list

government defense contracts were won and
lost, but the park itself has remained viable.
The Technology Park is just one of many
parks developing across the Gulf Coast, from
Northwest Florida to New Orleans, in hopes of
attracting aerospace and other high-tech clientele. Three parks each has more than 3,000 acres.
Some are long-established pillars of their communities, but others have sprung up more recently as new opportunities, including those afforded by the opening of an Airbus assembly
plant in Mobile, Ala., have arisen.
Northwest Florida

By many measures, Northwest Florida appears
well positioned to further grow its aerospace
footprint. It’s far enough from Mobile that it
won’t compete with Airbus for workers, but
close enough to make a pitch for suppliers. And
there’s plenty of room.
The state, as a whole, is already something of a
standout in the aerospace world. PricewaterhouseCoopers ranked Florida among the best in

Photo page 79: Helicopters in a hangar at Bob Sikes Airport in Crestview, Fla., a key aerospace park.
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the country for aerospace manufacturing attractiveness, first or second, depending on the year.
As a distinct region in the state, Northwest
Florida is already a powerhouse in aviation,
thanks to a long history of flight bolstered by the
presence of six aviation-focused military bases.
And as Florida’s Great Northwest economic
development group has pointed out, the Panhandle is well situated amongst commercial aircraft manufacturers. In addition to Airbus in
Mobile, there’s Embraer in Jacksonville and Melbourne, Fla., Gulfstream in Savannah, Ga., and
Boeing in Charleston, S.C.
Reuters took note of the growing Northwest
Florida interest in expanding aerospace/aviation
when it reported for the first time in 2014 that
the Panhandle would be represented, through
Florida’s Great Northwest, as a primary sponsor
of the Pacific Northwest Aerospace Alliance
Conference. The conference is an important
gathering where a great deal of emphasis is
placed on commercial airline manufacturing industries, and Northwest Florida has returned
every year since its first visit.

“Florida wants to recruit companies to build
the aerospace industry,” Jennifer Conoley, a
Pensacola-based economic development representative for Gulf Power, told Reuters for that
2014 article. She called conference attendance,
“a way to get in front of the audience.”
When it comes to clustering to capture the
aerospace market, the Fort Walton Beach Commerce and Technology Park in Okaloosa County
is a prime example.
Its proximity to Eglin, Hurlburt, Tyndall Air
Force Base, Pensacola’s Naval Air Station and
Whiting Field provides access to clients who
spend hundreds of millions of dollars annually
on research and development and products.
Eglin Air Force Base, the Air Force’s largest
installation, is in Okaloosa County and pulls in a
lot of money for research and development.
Tenants of the commerce park secure big contracts through the Department of Defense. According to the Office of Economic Adjustment,
DoD spent $1.7 billion in Okaloosa County in
fiscal year 2015, investing more there than all but
two counties in the state. Neighbors Escambia,

The rise of technology parks
In Huntsville, Ala., west of the city center, Cummings Research Park is the second largest research park in the United States and has played a
huge role in making the city a tech hotspot.
CRP’s anchor tenant is the University of Alabama in Huntsville, where half of the university’s
graduates earn a science or engineering degree.
The site began developing in the early 60s adjacent to major Army and NASA development centers on Redstone Arsenal. It was soon zoned as a
research park district.
The timing couldn’t have been better.
It was established at a time when the country
began its race to beat the Soviet Union in space.
Companies flocked to the park to participate in
the venture and set up shop in the 3,000-acre
research park. More land was acquired over time
and it’s now approaching 4,000 acres.
It continues to be a major draw.

The largest research park is Research Triangle
in North Carolina, anchored by North Carolina
State University, Duke University, and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The
name originally referred to the Research Triangle Park, a specific part of Research Triangle,
but is now more generally used with the
broader region.
But one of the best-known science and technology regions is Silicon Valley in California,
which originated with Stanford University in
Palo Alto. It’s the name for the southern portion of the San Francisco Bay Area that includes multiple counties and municipalities.
The name is synonymous with high-tech development and innovation. It has spawned a
lot of variations on the name, including Silicon
Alley, Silicon Hills, Silicon Forest and more.
- David Tortorano
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Santa Rosa and Bay counties all ranked in the
top 10 for military spending in the state.
“Thanks to the research, development, test
and evaluation orientation of our local military
installations … Okaloosa County enjoys a very
diverse and dynamic aerospace and defense cluster comprised of companies large and small,
both supporting and competing with one another,” said Sparks.
A lot of the new aerospace and technology
park developments are close to existing airports.
The region’s 40 commercial and general aviation
airports are by their very nature lures for aviation
businesses as well as military operations.
One site that stands out is in Crestview, the
seat of Okaloosa County. Developers of the 360
-acre Okaloosa Industrial Air Park and 1,020acre Bob Sikes Airport have a complex that former Gov. Jeb Bush called “one of the best examples of a true aviation, aerospace and defense

cluster development in the state of Florida.”
Present tenants at and around the airport,
whose 8,000-foot runway can land any airplane
in the world, include BAE Systems, Crestview
Technology Air Park, Carolina A&P Panhandle
Campus, Custom Production Inc., Emerald
Coast Aviation, Gulf Coast Industrial Machine,
Ideal Aviation Inc. L3 Crestview Aerospace,
QWEST, Sunshine Aero Industries and Vertol
Systems Co. The airport is heavily used by
Army, Navy and Air Force aircraft.

Certification programs seeking advantage
Alabama, Northwest Florida and South Mississippi all have programs designed to point out large
sites that are shovel-ready for prospects.
All three programs ensure that time-consuming
parts of the development process are taken care
of before a prospect looks at the location.
Alabama’s AdvantageSite program, launched in
2008, involves the private sector, state and local
governments. Managed by the Economic Development Partnership of Alabama, it is sponsored by
the Alabama Department of Commerce, Alagasco,
Alabama Power, the North Alabama Industrial Development Association, PowerSouth Energy Cooperative and EDPA.
There are approximately 50 locations statewide
that have earned certification.
More than 20 projects have located on sites with
the Certified AdvantageSite designation since
2008, according to an Alabama Power website,
and these projects represent the creation of more
than 4,000 jobs and $1 billion in capital investment.

Northwest Florida has Gulf Power’s Florida First
Sites program, first offered in 2013. Certification
means a site has proper zoning, service to utilities
and is judged shovel-ready for development.
To receive certification, candidate communities
agree to submit parcels for analysis by McCallum
Sweeney, a nationally recognized site consultant
firm. For publicly owned sites, Gulf Power pays
half the cost of the analysis fee. Ten sites, public
and private, have First Sites certification.
In South Mississippi, Mississippi Power’s Project
Ready Certified Site Program is designed to identify sites for prospects. All candidate sites undergo
screening by McCallum Sweeney.
There are four categories: large industrial (250acre minimum), general industrial (75-acre minimum), industrial park (200-acre minimum) and
technology park (200-acre minimum). Twelve
sites, public and private, have been certified.
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Sunshine Aero Industries (SAI) Flight Test
supports the development of advanced aircraft
and aircraft systems. Its expertise is in avionics,
fire control systems, electronic combat systems, special mission payloads and payload integration.
Wayne Harris, recently retired president of the
Crestview Chamber of Commerce, estimates the
economic impact of the Bob Sikes complex at
about $500 million.
Tracy Stage, Okaloosa County’s director for
airports, said the airport and industrial park has
yet to reach its potential.
“There is no other airport, no airport, better
positioned for growth than Bob Sikes,” Stage
said. “It’s a huge asset.”
Bob Sikes Airport is one of three in Okaloosa
County. The Destin-Fort Walton Beach Airport
at Eglin Air Force Base carries the bulk of the
county’s commercial traffic.
Destin Executive Airport has housed an aerospace tenant for several years with Vertol Systems, which does military helicopter training,
among other things. Looking to expand its footL3 Crestview Aerospace at Bob Sikes Airport print in aerospace/aviation in Destin, DH Inis a major Okaloosa County employer. The com- vestments has been developing a 5.5-acre parcel
pany does aircraft modification, assembly and
at Destin Executive Airport known as Destin
fabrication for military, other government and
original equipment manufacturers. One of the
Florida First sites
largest planes that lands regularly at Bob Sikes
• Marianna Airport Commerce Park,
Airport is an Air Force C-17 that brings helicopMarianna
ters to L3 for work.
• Marianna/Jackson County Distribution/
Qwest Air Parts buys aircraft that have outConstruction Services Park, Marianna
lived their usefulness and brings them to Crest• Panama City Port Authority’s Intermodal
view to tear them down in a 76,000-square-foot
Distribution Center, Panama City
building. The parts are refurbished and sold.
• Santa Rosa Industrial Park East, Milton
Qwest’s employees strip the old airliners down
• Northwest Florida Industrial Park at I-10,
to the aluminum shells, which are also recycled
Milton
to make products like beverage cans.
• Vic’s of Navarre
BAE Systems is among the world’s largest de• Okaloosa Industrial Air Park, Crestview
fense contractors. It provides major technical
• DeFuniak Springs Municipal Airport, Deand professional services to the U.S. military. At
funiak Springs
Bob Sikes Airport it performs modifications to
• VentureCrossings, Panama City
both fixed-wing and rotary military aircraft.
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Industrial Airpark. The airpark offers 400 to
3,000-square-foot spaces for office and warehouse construction and additional space of up to
10,000-square-feet, according to Okaloosa
County’s EDC website. It is presently home to
32 companies.
The Doolittle Institute has been playing a pivotal role in Okaloosa County for the last five
years by bringing together the military, business
and education communities and collaborating
with them to improve communication and collaboration. It has been essential in promoting the
creation of a facility that will be known as the
Emerald Coast Technology and Research Center
at the campus of the University of Florida’s Research Engineering and Education Facility outside Eglin’s front gate. The hope is to bring the
military, academia, companies and students together to focus on science, technology, engineering and math activities.

position as a true contender for aviation and
aerospace industry investment.”
Recruitment of job candidates is expected to
get underway this fall.
Scott Luth, the president and CEO of the
FloridaWest Economic Development Alliance,
said plans are to continue building out around
the airport and to buy more property for development.
At Escambia County’s Pensacola InternaIronically, one of the biggest obstacles officials
tional Airport administrators are also seeing the in Northwest Florida have run into as they seek
potential to grow its aviation footprint. They’ve to expand the economic development footprint
created the Airport Commerce Park where 350 has been Gov. Rick Scott, the self-proclaimed
acres of land are available for development, in- pro-business head of state.
cluding 35 with direct airfield access.
In 2015, Scott vetoed legislation approved by
Its first tenant is Mobile, Ala., based VT Mo- Florida lawmakers that would have provided $3
bile Aerospace Engineering Inc., which special- million to Pensacola International Airport to
izes in the maintenance, repair and overhaul of allow it buy parcels it believed it needed to exaircraft. It is operating under an agreement bepand its Airport Commerce Park.
tween the Florida Department of TransportaDowntown Pensacola, in Escambia County,
tion, the city of Pensacola and Escambia County Fla., is home to the 9-acre Pensacola Technology
partnering with VT MAE to fund the $46 milCampus, which resides at the foot of the Interlion construction of a two-bay hangar on 19
state 110 connector. Space Florida, the state’s
acres of airport property that VT MAE will oc- aerospace economic development agency, subcupy for 30 years for a dollar per year.
mitted plans to build a four story, 70,000 square
The hangar will be large enough to house two foot building at the campus. It is hoped the new
wide-body jetliners.
structure will be home to multiple tenants and
VT MAE is expected to bring 300-400 jobs to create as many as 1,000 high paying jobs.
the area that pay between $30,000 and $58,000
annually. At his press conference announcing
Santa Rosa County is sandwiched between
the lease signing, Pensacola Mayor Ashton Hay- Okaloosa and Escambia counties in Northwest
ward said the deal would “cement Pensacola’s
Florida and, like its more populous neighbors,
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sees the aerospace industry as important to its
future. It’s home to Naval Air Station Whiting
Field, the most active naval air station in the nation. The Santa Rosa Economic Development
office recently launched a campaign to attract
more aerospace companies to the county, including more information on its website and an
aerospace news feed.
Santa Rosa County owns 269 acres adjacent to
Whiting Field near Milton and believes that it
can bring hundreds, if not thousands, of jobs to
the area, if it can create a business cluster around
the field by securing a limited use agreement that
provides access to the Navy’s 6,000-foot runway.
“Several companies want to build at NAS
Whiting Field,” said Tina Stewart, the business
development director for Santa Rosa County.
For several years now, the county has been
marketing to MRO’s and other aviation-related
businesses. The Airbus decision to build its assembly facility in Mobile, less than an hour’s
drive away, has encouraged the county to become more aggressive in pursuing that industry.
The county has a number of existing industrial
parks and lots of green space to offer, including
sites that have been designed as Florida First
Sites by the Gulf Power certification program.
“It’s a good place to be right now,” said Stewart.
Gov. Scott made it a point to visit the county
in 2014, when he announced that the Santa Rosa
Industrial Park in Milton would provide a
Northwest Florida home for Aerosync Support
Inc., a global company in the field of military
and commercial helicopter repair.
Aerosync Support does repair, modification
and upgrades, with a specialization in heavy
damage or crash repair. Its primary clients are
Bell and Sikorsky, now a part of Lockheed Martin, and the Blackhawk helicopter.
The business expansion, Scott said, would create 25 new jobs and boost capital investment in
the region by $1.75 million.
In 2015, though, the governor inexplicably
vetoed legislation that would have brought $1.5

County at ‘heart of the cluster’
Santa Rosa County in Northwest Florida is
home to the most active naval aviation base
in the country. It’s in the middle of a threecounty neighborhood with six aviationfocused military bases and two commercial
airports, and centrally located between five
aircraft manufacturers in the Southeast.
With hundreds of defense contractors, land
available for development and a sizeable
workforce, the county’s economic development office is making a push to say it’s the
“heart of a growing aerospace cluster.” It
has a new brochure and a special section on
its website.
The jewel for the county is NAS Whiting
Field in Milton, a 4,700-acre air station west
of Blackwater River State Forest. Across the
state line is Conecuh National Forest.
Whiting Field, one of the Navy’s two primary pilot training bases, provides services
and material support for the training of U.S.
Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, Coast Guard
and international student aviators. With two
separate primary fields and 13 outlying
fields, it trains 1,200 students every year and
is the busiest air station in the nation with
1.5 million flight operations and over
160,000 annual flight hours, 14 percent of
the Navy’s total.
The county values the base so much, it has
an Encroachment Partnering Program with
the base, county and state. More than 3,000
acres have been buffered/conserved around
Whiting to protect its mission.
The brochure may help get the word out.
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million to Santa Rosa County for development
at the Whiting Aviation Park.
Scott got behind Santa Rosa County again,
though, in 2016 when he announced a $46,050
Defense Reinvestment Grant for protecting and
enhancing the county’s military missions and a
$300,000 Defense Infrastructure Grant for land
use planning at Whiting Field.
And then there’s the land swap deal.
Santa Rosa and Escambia counties are putting
the finishing touches on a long discussed deal
that would lead to a development of a commerce
park in Escambia County and result in creation
of some 4,000 jobs.
The Navy’s 600-acre Outlying Field 8 in the
small Escambia County town of Beulah is adjacent to the massive Navy Federal Credit Union
campus. OLF 8 is used by Whiting Field for
helicopter training. For decades local business
leaders have been eyeing the property as an ideal
site for a major commerce park with easy access
to Interstate 10.
The plan was to swap OLF 8 for a similarsized site in Santa Rosa County, a few miles
northwest of Whiting Field. In 2014, the Navy
agreed in principle to the land swap and all parties involved sought Congressional approval.
It looked last year as though the deal had been
done, but recently the Pensacola News Journal reported the bargain appeared to be in jeopardy,
with Escambia County officials worried about
escalating costs for improving the helicopter
training site – a cost the county had agreed to
bear. But that issue may be resolved.
Escambia Commissioner Jeff Bergosh said
May 25 that the Navy had agreed to put up “one
to two million dollars” to help pay the costs Escambia County would have otherwise accrued to
make that project happen. Bergosh said the deal
was “definitely on life support” prior to that deal
being arranged and thanked, among others,
newly elected congressman Matt Gaetz.
Bergosh said “now we know for sure” the project has the support of the Navy and the parties
who have been working for years to “bring this

in for a landing.”
In Bay County, home to Tyndall Air Force
Base and Northwest Florida Beaches International Airport, Economic Development Alliance
officials have been busy for several years growing their aviation industry.
VentureCrossings industrial park is a 192-acre
site on the campus of the international airport.
Exelis, a large defense contractor with deep
roots in aerospace technology, has a 105,000square-foot facility that provides office and
manufacturing space. More recently, global aircraft supplier GKN Aerospace announced in
February that it was building a manufacturing
center at VentureCrossings.
“Every now and then in the life of a community, a window opens up and you get to look a
little bit into the future, and today, this morning,
is one of those times,” the News Herald quoted
Wayne Stubbs, chairman of the Bay Economic
Development Alliance, as saying during a May
welcoming event for GKN Aerospace.
EDA head Becca Hardin believes that Bay
County’s centralized location and its airport’s
10,000-foot runway gives the VentureCrossings
development a leg up in attracting smaller companies, like maintenance, repair and operations
facilities, that can work in support of the bigger
aviation operations surrounding it, such as Air-
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bus in Mobile, Boeing in South Carolina, Gulfstream in Savannah and Embraer in Jacksonville.
“What makes sense for us is not another Boeing,” Hardin said in a 2014 interview. “We can
attract a lot of support services.”
There’s more acreage suitable for development
and with runway access north of Northwest
Florida Beaches International, according to Hardin, and several thousand acres adjacent to the
airport. Edge Aerodynamix, a company specializing in preventing aircraft erosion and maximizing fuel efficiencies, has a research and development branch on the north end site.
Bay County’s airport cluster is further enhanced by its proximity to Port Panama City,
which can be accessed by rail, recently expanded
its operations with construction of a 100,000square-foot intermodal distribution center warehouse. The distribution center has been certified
as a Florida First Site.
Another county asset cited by Hardin was Panama City’s Haney Technical School, a Federal
Aviation Administration-approved training center for air frame and power plant mechanics.
Graduates from this technical school enhance a
workforce that also includes graduates from
Gulf Coast Community College, Troy and Florida State University satellite campuses and skilled
military retirees from Tyndall Air Force Base.
In Walton County, plans are in place to extend the existing runway at the 343-acre DeFuniak Springs Airport to 5,000 feet. The extension
is still “a few years down the road,” according to
a DeFuniak Springs official.
Walton has only recently begun targeting the
aerospace/aviation industry and has plenty of
open space to house new business.
South Alabama

Across the state line in Alabama is one of the
largest industrial sites in the Gulf Coast region in
Baldwin County. It’s the 3,009-acre South Alabama Mega Site. It has direct access to Interstate
65 and is a few miles from Interstate 10.

Further south is the H.L. “Sonny” Callahan
Airport in Fairhope. Its 144 acres are adjacent to
a 257-acre site intended for use by aviation companies. Continental Motors has a maintenance,
repair and overhaul facility at the site. A new
aviation training academy is located at the airport
and began accepting students in January 2015.
Further south is the Gulf Shores Airport Industrial Park, adjacent and connected to the Jack
Edwards Airport.
In Mobile, Ala., two properties of the Mobile
Airport Authority have made names for themselves as sites for Airbus operations.
At the 1,700-acre Mobile Aeroplex at Brookley
is the Airbus A320 assembly line. The Aeroplex,
a former Air Force base, has attracted a mix of
tenants and is gathering up more aerospace activities. In addition to the Airbus assembly line,
there’s also an Airbus Engineering Center. Other
aviation-related activities include VT MAE,
AeroStar, Continental Motors, Safran and a host
of companies that have come to the Aeroplex
since the Airbus announcement.
To the northwest of the Aeroplex is Mobile
Regional Airport, a 3,000-acre site that’s the
city’s commercial airport. That’s where Airbus
has a maintenance, repair and overhaul operation, but there’s additional acreage available for
more aviation-focused businesses. It’s also the

Project Ready sites
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jackson County Aviation Technology
Park, Moss Point
Helena, Jackson County
George County Industrial Park, Lucedale
(2 sites)
Key Brothers Aviation Site, Meridian
I-59 South, Ellisville
Gulfport-Biloxi International Airport,
Gulfport
Marion Regional IndustryPlex, Columbia
Moss Point Industrial and Technology
Complex, Moss Point
Stennis Space Center, Miss.
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site of the U.S. Coast Guard’s Aviation Training
Current commercial tenants at the Stennis
Center.
Space Center Technology Park are Rolls-Royce,
which tests jetliner engines at an outdoor facility,
Aerojet Rocketdyne, which tests and assembles
South Mississippi
rocket engines for NASA and commercial comThirty-five miles away from Mobile in Moss
Point, Miss., the Jackson County Aviation Tech- panies, and Lockheed Martin.
SSC is adjacent to the town of Kiln and Stennology Park is at Trent Lott International Airport, a general aviation airport. The park is un- nis International Airport, a general aviation airder a wetlands master plan approved by the U.S. port with an 8,500-foot runway that’s used by
the military for training. It’s also used to transArmy Corp of Engineers that allows aviation
port the Rolls-Royce engines tested at SSC. The
and aerospace-related projects. The park was
site includes an airpark, with current aviation
designed for companies with projects ranging
from manufacturing, assembly, aircraft compo- tenants Tyonek Services Group, which bought
nents testing and aviation training activities. It is the former Selex Galileo aircraft modification
designed a Project Ready site by the Mississippi facility, and the Joint Airborne Lidar Bathymetry
Technical Center of Expertise.
Power certification program.
Hancock County economic development offiNorthrop Grumman Aerospace’s Unmanned
Systems Center is located in the park, where they cials, recognizing the benefit of having the airmanufacture all variants of the Global Hawk and port that serves Stennis Space Center, have beperform finishing work on both variants of the gun discussions on the creation of an aerospace
academy at the airport.
Fire Scout unmanned helicopter. Northrop
In Louisiana, NASA in the past had hoped to
Grumman recently announced it will bring addidevelop 300 under-utilized acres of green space
tional work to the center, including subsystem
around Michoud Assembly Facility in east New
work for the F-35 program.
Further west is Gulfport-Biloxi International Orleans, into an advanced manufacturing park.
NASA is looking for developments that would
Airport, South Mississippi’s commercial airport.
complement the work at Michoud, which today
It is home of the Air National Guard’s Trent
is doing work on NASA’s Space Launch System.
Lott Readiness Training Center and home of
Boeing is building the core stage of the SLS, and
one of the nation’s four Combat Readiness
Lockheed builds portions of the Orion allTraining Centers, which allows thousands of
military pilots to hone their skills using the mul- purpose crew vehicle. Lockheed is also building
composite components for Sierra Nevada’s
timillion-dollar P5 Combat Training System.
Dream Chaser commercial launch vehicle. PoBeyond that in Hancock County is NASA’s
tential tenants could include manufacturers of
Stennis Space Center, Miss., with 3,900 acres
new types of rocket engines or space habitats.
available for development. The center, which
tests rocket engines for NASA and commercial Michoud is at 85 to 95 percent occupancy.
In New Orleans, the University of New Orspace companies, is surrounded by a 125,000leans Research and Technology Park has a variacre acoustic buffer zone.
The 3,900-acre John C. Stennis Space Center ety of facilities for tenants and the university. It’s
Technology Park — one of the region’s largest home to the Space and Naval Warfare Systems
Center and the Advanced Technology Center,
— is designed to attract new government and
which houses technology, information systems
private entities compatible with the adjoining
land use. The park is close to Interstates 10 and and engineering operations.
59, with access to two commercial airports.
- Tom McLaughlin
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